Question Details

1. For Ute
   - Are there any connections with the European Universities Initiatives/EUN as a complement to already mentions dialogues around two ERA?
   - Are there any connections with the European Universities Initiatives/EUN as a complement to already mentions dialogues around two ERA?
   - The work of Task Forces is self funded by its members. Separately we have the work of a series of EC funded projects which in many cases deal with similar issues. Maybe Ute could expand on the integration or 3 relationship between those initiatives.

2. @Ute. Regarding contributing to the MAR consultation in the RI world: Is this only targeted to ESFRI RI or also to networks of national 4 RIs?
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5. @Kostas: how do you see the role of ERICS in the ongoing reform of research assessment?

6. Could you comment on the legal situation of ERICs entities with HQ in the UK regarding their participation in EOSC-A as Members as opposed?

7. In the session it was mentioned that ESFRI is performing in Aug 22 a procurement session, may I ask for proposals for an ESFRI to understand the concept behind, because we are heavily working (Poc) elaborated on an RI.
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11. Following on the procurement action for the EOSC core services? Is there a timeline for the publishing the service description and Several members of the Task Forces are also involved in EOSC projects and many of the charters identify specific contributions and alignments with project outputs e.g. AAI TF builds on roadmap developments in EOSC Future to provide an EOSC AAI federation and governance. As Ute said, the Association Board also tries to share information to provide these synergies.
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Certification of the data repositories is one way to go (eg CoreTrustSeal)

Mark Allen

Thanks Petr. Indeed an important direction to move into for the RIs.

Aastha Mathur

Thanks. And great demo.

Aastha Mathur

yes, that would be great to smooth this step!

Aastha Mathur

@Anne: Can I join the project/notebook to an instrument?

@Petr: I guess it is dependent on the structure of the RIs, but to labelize the data as trustworthy, RIs will also need a lot of additional resources. Wonder if there is enough thought/resources poured into this.
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Many thanks :)
26 Are there plans to include generic registries of resources such as B2FIND in the system?
Francoise Genova
 Francoise.Genova@astro.unistra.fr
There are disciplinary catalogues included in B2FIND
01/25/2022 14:26:28 01/25/2022 14:30:20

27 EOSC portal?
Regarding EOSC-Portal AAI integrations: Are there any contacts available on the technical side for implementing login options on the portal?
Marcus Povey (Instruct-ERIC)
marcus@instruct-eric.eu
Hi Marcus. You could contact Christos from GÉANT on EOSC AAI - christos.kanellopoulos@geant.org and Cyfronet on the portal
01/25/2022 14:26:50 01/25/2022 14:28:23

28 Information from Carthi
I don't think this has happened. With many catalogues available it is important to know how they connect to avoid waste of efforts. How can the sustainability of the science clusters be supported beyond the current ongoing projects and in parallel with EOSC developments? The budget devoted to the current projects no longer seems to be available (at least not in the same order of magnitude) in the context of the EOSC Partnership.
Claudia Alen Amaro
claudia@instructeric.org
There is indeed a plan to make the necessary connections/links to CatRIs in the future. This will proceed following any appropriate guidance and advise given by ESFRI.
01/25/2022 14:34:13 01/25/2022 14:44:18

29 Very interesting concept on letting users create specific services easily. One example I have in mind is: I am developing icclim, a python software to calculate climate indices. To let researchers to discover and experiment with it in EOSC, I would like to make available a dataset of more than 100 GB, a Jupyter Notebook that shows how to use the software to calculate climate indices on that dataset, and how to post-process the results to create meaningful researchers' products.
Christian Pagé (CERFACS)
christian.page@cerfacs.fr
live answered
01/25/2022 14:41:23 01/25/2022 15:23:43

30 @Karl: How do you handle overlaps with agricultural/fishery data? Do you cooperate other European initiatives or with FAO initiatives (e.g. Agrovoc thesaurus)?
DE-Carsten Hoffmann - ZALF
hoffmann@zalf.de
(from food production perspective)
Yes, we collaborate with FAO and also with Blue-Cloud which is the marine thematic cloud. FAO developed a demonstrator with data from FNS-Cloud, here is the link:
https://ufish-client.d4science.org/
01/25/2022 15:03:24 01/25/2022 15:04:39

31 Agrovoc thesaurus?
@Karl: How do you handle overlaps with agricultural/fishery data? Do you cooperate other European initiatives or with FAO initiatives (e.g. Agrovoc thesaurus)?
DE-Carsten Hoffmann - ZALF
hoffmann@zalf.de
https://ufish-client.d4science.org/
we run the survey at the end of 2019
01/25/2022 15:03:24 01/25/2022 15:11:11

32 @Eleni; When did you get the data for Landscaping survey?
@Karl: When did you get the data for Landscaping survey?
Anonymous Attendee
Anonymous Attendee
Anonymous Attendee
01/25/2022 15:12:39 01/25/2022 15:35:26

33 Activities to be supported in other projects?
@Karl: The open calls within EOSC-Life were great examples of bringing the scientific community onboard of EOSC. Would similar activities be supported in other projects?
Claudia Alen Amaro
DE-Carsten Hoffmann - ZALF
claudia@instructeric.org
I agree - we had open calls in EOSC-Life and also in earlier cluster projects (CORBEL) and a lot of very interesting science could be supported, cementing the links between RIs. I know that "cascading grants" are difficult from a funders perspective but like you hope we will see inclusion of this mechanism in future calls, it really helps with a user and service focused perspective.
01/25/2022 15:14:06 01/25/2022 15:18:39

34 Thank you!
### Question Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Asker Name</th>
<th>Asker Email</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>How these tools and community will link to HPC facilities? What will be the EOSC added value to this link?</td>
<td>Philippe Segers</td>
<td><a href="mailto:philippe.segers@genci.fr">philippe.segers@genci.fr</a></td>
<td>From Sara Garaveli: In EOSC Future there is a specific task that will be producing an engagement plan with EuroHPC (the document should be ready by early March). One of the activities part of the plan is the identification of the requirements that clusters have in terms of HPC. For this activity the clusters and the FENIX consortium have been involved. A first proof of concept has been defined in relation to the ESCAPE science cluster and a demo has been produced detailing how an ESCAPE user accesses the FENIX environment and moves data from one storage element to another showing the potential around federated access and data movement between the environments.</td>
</tr>
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**Open Science/FAIR is disruptive for people that have been in the field for more than 20 years. It is not for a students or new researcher.**

Anne, I don’t know whether that message was directed at me, but let me answer anyway. I don’t think it is realistic to expect that with a big bang every researcher will stop using there existing environment and come to the brave new world. Key is that it is "possible" to step out of your silo. We do want to support researchers as yourself that combine resources from multiple research areas, but that is not the immediate first goal. I don’t believe in a big bang, I believe in creating the conditions that allow innovation, not forcing people.

Anne Claire Fouilloux aannefou@ui.no 01/26/2022 11:26:10
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@ Isabel: maybe I missed it, but what are the QA tools integrated into the FAIR-evaluation? Thanks! (repeated 7 due to technical problems)
To the RDA criteria. We “programmed” the RDA criteria.

environment they like == environment that was so hard
8 to master that they hardly can move away from.
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Assuming the challenge of how to sustain services. Would love to hear specific views of ways this
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Jonathan recognises the challenge of how to sustain services. Would love to hear specific views of ways this
10 could/should be done.

Just as an example, this SSH project is very interesting,
but also very hard to find, as not linked to a thematic
universities: networks and core library services are underwritten through core budget but anything
outside the long established core has to fight to justify inclusion in this baseline funding! I hope that the
last 2 years has helped demonstrate the importance of more of the so-called “value add” and that we
monnery, but for value-add services, we, as Rudolf points out, we rely on other sources of funding
might underwrite more of that now.

I would also like to hear more about potential sustainability solutions given the imperative of open and
freely available data.

If data and services are registered in a certified data centre the resulting resources can be harvested
and made visible in the SSH Marketplace. Nowadays many projects are actively looking for options to
deposit results in local, national or thematic repositories. It increases their visibility and often there is
a demand from the funders who have adopted the Open Science agenda.

If you’re interested in the more conceptual level. Very interesting!
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| Will EOSC Future limit to Portal or will it also provide as a kind of Platform as a Service for deploying basic environment for specialist RIs? In analogy with modern platform and ecosystem providers like Amazon, telecom platforms, and public cloud providers. The idea Franciska proposed is lucrative, but maybe we keep in mind that different RIs are in different states of evolution. So we might need a system in place for middle term sustainability, bridging projects to RIs sustained resources. I think researchers are confused with the efforts of their home institution and national efforts versus EOSC and the services they provide. | Yuri Demchenko (UvA) | just to be very explicit (sorry, I had not read your question before), it is definitely going to be a platform, the portal is *just* a view on it. | 01/26/2022 12:20:16 | 12/28:05 |
| Aastha Mathur | aastha.math@embl.de | | 01/26/2022 12:23:45 | |
| Richard Dennis ricd@kb.dk | understandable. The best infrastructure is often invisible to end users (under the hood) and ideally in future a researcher will be able to interoperate with EOSC wide services while inside their familiar domain environment. | 01/26/2022 13:14:07 | 13:19:46 |